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19/10/05 TT No.76: Mike Latham - Worksop Town (Nat Conf North)  

Tues 18 Oct 2005, Conference North, Worksop Town 1-2 Northwich Victoria (att.- 

506)  

Northwich Victoria, relegated from the Conference last season on a technicality 

are clearly a class apart this season in Conference North and they set a new club 

record with their 13th successive win at Sandy Lane.  

Worksop took the lead with a well-worked goal from a set piece but the prolific 

Jon Allan drove home an equaliser before the experienced Peter Handyside - one 

of several Vic’s players with a wealth of Football League experience- headed the 

winner.  

Worksop's ground is situated off Babbage Way about half-a-mile from the town 

centre and has been their home since 1992. Worksop left their Central Avenue 

ground in 1989 and ground-shared at Gainsborough for three years before, after 

many planning delays, they were able to build a new ground on the site of an old 

council rubbish tip.  

With seated covered stands on both sides and a big club house at the entrance 

there are plenty of facilities though those seeking an elevated view will be 

disappointed. There is a small cover at the entrance behind the goal and it here 

that the tea-bar and club shop are situated.  

The tea-bar sold pies, peas and chips as well as hot and cold drinks and the chip 

butties came highly recommended from the locals. The staff were friendly and 

prices reasonable. The club shop had a vast selection of league and non-league 

programmes as well as other souvenirs and is clearly a labour of love for its 

proprietor. Helpfully, it opened during the half-time interval. The club also pin up 

the team-sheet at the entrance which is a fantastic service for supporters and 

seemed to be appreciated by the many fans scribbling team changes on their 

programmes.  

The far end has a small uncovered terrace behind which is a grass bank and this 

gave perhaps the best vantage point on a dry and mild autumnal evening. With the 

freedom to walk around all four sides of the ground and no segregation in place it 

made for a pleasant evening.  

Northwich brought a large and cheerful contingent of fans with them and they 

were rewarded with another fine display from their side though the home team 

contributed fully to an excellent game.  

Admission was £8 adults and a 40-page programme sold for £2.  With good 

statistics, match reports and pen pictures of the visitors all the basic information 

was there but there were also several other things that caught the eye.  A report 

of the recent supporters evening with the manager gave some blunt and honest 



replies to questions raised about individual players while the page contributed by 

the physio was incredibly detailed and informative.  

All in all, a friendly club clearly with a core of hard-working and dedicated 

officials, staff and volunteers making for a good visit for travellers. Match rating: 

4*.  
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